Harry Moore Memorial Kitchen Piping Rules

- Solo entrants only

- The competition is considered open to all levels of piping. However, the field is restricted to 10 pipers with preference being given to Professional Grade and Grade 1 pipers. For example, should six Professional Grade and two Grade 1 pipers as well as four Grade 3 pipers sign up, only two of the Grade 3 pipers will be entered into the competition. The order of selection to participate will be based on time of sign up. For example, should twelve Grade 2 pipers sign up, then the first ten pipers to sign up are in (subject to not being bounced out because higher grade pipers sign up). Signing up is informal by notifying the competition coordinator anytime on the day of the competition before 5:00 p.m.

- The order of competition will be by drawn lots immediately before the commencement of the competition.

- The commencement of the competition will occur when it occurs. Although the Kitchen Piping is scheduled to start at 7:00 p.m., should the pipe and drum competition held earlier in the day not complete as scheduled, then the Kitchen Piping commencement will delayed. Moreover, musical entertainment will be held prior to the commencement of the actual Kitchen Piping bagpipe competition. Upon completion of the musical entertainment, then the actual Kitchen Piping Competition will commence. The Kitchen Piping is informal!

- Bagpipes only instruments. No kazoos or any other instrument allowed

- No uniform requirements

- Competitors performance restricted to 5 minutes

- The judging is not based on musicality alone. Showmanship is promoted. Entertainment is a must.

- First place will receive $1,000.00, second place will receive $500.00 and third place will receive $250.00. First place will also have his or her name placed on a perpetual trophy. The decision of the judges is final. There will be no appeal, no comments, gripes or complaints.

- Any other issue not otherwise addressed herein is subject to the sole discretion of the event coordinators, Mike Terry or Chris Jensen.

- Fun is mandatory.